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Lately, we've been punctured by an influx of sneaker collabs that epitomize high-low style at its best. But we have to hand it over to Vans to find the ingenious idea of having a cult sanrio character parading everywhere and sneaking up. Cue the collective screams of Hello Kitty fans young and old alike, because let's see
the feline in the select Hello Kitty Vans footwear come June. Old-school peeps will fly the Classic Slip-On black and white chess board, while children (or children at heart) are gravitated toward high-end sneakers with an impression everywhere. Either way, be prepared for strangers fading over your latest pet. The Hello
Kitty Vans collection will be available from Vans Retail, vans online store and van distributors nationwide, as well as select de Sanrio Stores and Sanrio.com in June 2011. Retail prices will range from $25 for a baby and $37 for a Classic Slip-On child to $55 for the unisex Sk8-Hi D-Lo high top. Meanwhile, feed your
addiction to Hello Kitty Junkie, a fan site dedicated to arct tape kit. The Las Vegas Welcome Sign The Las Vegas Welcome Sign The Strip at sunset, Las Vegas Playing the Slots, Las Vegas hand-picked everything we recommend and select items through evidence and feedback. Some products are sent to us for free
without incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial opinions and do not accept any compensation for reviewing products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Airfare $ Airfare $ Airfare $ Airfare $ Great
Value Vacations vacation $1143 + Norwegian Cruise Line cruise $969 + Business-Class Airfare $1662 + Your conundrum won't be trying to find fun things to do in Las Vegas – it's going to narrow down your options. Fun things to do in Las Vegas Las Vegas is basically Disneyland for adults, so it's helpful to come
prepared with your must-dos list. Here are our recommendations [viator_tour destination=684 type=3-mod] Maks Ershov/Shutterstock.com Hit the Nightclubs Las Vegas is much more alive at night than by day, so focus on nightlife when you're planning things to do in Las Vegas. The nightclubs here, each in their
respective complex, are among the best in the world. Deejays come from all over the world to turn for las Vegas party-loving crowds. Dress up at your sexy best and get ready to dance and drink the night in some really awesome spaces. Its options include exclusive hyde bellagio, overlooking the famous fountains;
opulent jewel in Aria; celebrity-magnet of a type (1OAK) in the Mirage; massive tent in the Cosmopolitan, and many more. Randy Miramontez / Shutterstock.com See a show When it comes to the performing arts, Las Vegas is an embarrassment of riches. There are dozens of productions here, drawing some of the best
talents in the world. Cirque du Soleil hosts seven permanent shows (Mystère, O, Michael Jackson One, Zumanity, Ka, The Beatles Love and Mindfreak Live) on the Las Vegas Strip, each with Olympic-level acrobats, gorgeous costumes and exhilarating music. Blue Man Group, meanwhile, is one of the best things to do
in Las Vegas: it will leave you with a jaw dropping, and ocabumps everywhere. There's also the wonderfully whimsical Absinthe variety show at Caesars Palace, the magical Le Reve in Wynn, Channing Tatum's sexy Magic Mike Live at the Hard Rock Hotel and Inferno, a spectacular new fire in Paris Las Vegas. In
addition to the many famous magic shows; Remember, Las Vegas is the home turf of David Copperfield, Siegfried and Roy, Penn and Teller, Criss Angel, and Mat Franco. Ivanovich Oleg/Shutterstock Try your luck at Las Vegas casinos, nearly every hotel has a casino, and almost every adult traveling here plays at least
one hand. The game is one of the most popular things to do in Las Vegas, thanks in part to this city's loose slots, endless poker and blackjack tables, rotating roulette wheels, 24-hour availability, free drinks while you play, and environment designed to keep you alert and engaged well into the night. The most famous
casino here is probably bellagio, thanks to Oceans 11. But actually, you'll have a similar experience almost anywhere you play – tension in the seat as a fast game dealer either whispers tiles or pushes more towards you. Being warned, however: that home always wins abstaining is not always true - but it usually is. So
play what you're willing to play, and then walk away. William Ducklow / Shutterstock Go for a hike With so many indoor environments made in Las Vegas, many travelers forget that on the outskirts there is one of the most spectacular outdoor environments in the world: the Mojave Desert, which offers its rare and
wonderful Southwest landscape. Red Rock Canyon, a national conservation area, is the best place for a hike locally, and we'd go so far as to say that a visit there's one of the best things to do in Las Vegas. Its more than two dozen trails run from super easy to super extreme. Whatever you choose, you'll take in fresh arid
air, wide expanses of earthy tones that meet the sky, Joshua's tree splashes and a twinned evening spectacle near the city's lights. Tupungato / Shutterstock.com Admire Art Seeing world-class art by famous masters might not come to mind first when you're brainstorming things to do in Las Vegas. But if you know where
to look, you can have fine art experiences here almost on par with europe's big cities. It begins in Bellagio, of which he displays a glass masterpiece by Dale Chihuly. The small Fine Arts Gallery of the hotel has rotating exhibitions that have featured works by Monet, Warhol, Warhol, Gogh and Degas. At Picasso, the
Bellagio's restoration site, you can see the many hanging originals painted by the restaurant's namesake artist. The other artistic attractions of the city are the Centaur Art Gallery, where you can buy Rembrandts, Renoirs and Chagalls; the art of Richard MacDonald, where masterful sculptures evoke the energy and
emotion of Cirque du Soleil; the Metropolitan Gallery of Las Vegas; and the lively Art Factory. Kobby Dagan/Shutterstock.com Meet Animals Animal Lovers will find plenty of fun things to do in Las Vegas. There is the massive Shark Reef Aquarium in Mandalay Bay, flamingos in flamingo wildlife habitat, and dolphins, lions
and tropical birds in Siegfried and Roy's Secret Garden and Dolphin Habitat. Perhaps the most authentic animal experience in Las Vegas, however, is outside the Springs Preserve Strip, where resident animals - gila monsters, gray foxes, cotton-tailed rabbits - are native to the Mojave Desert, and there is a beautiful
seasonal butterfly habitat. Oleg Anisimov / Shutterstock.com Party Poolside Going out by a pool is one of the best things to do in Las Vegas. This is not because other options are boring, they are not. It's because las Vegas pools are much more exciting than anywhere else in the world. Sure, you can find relaxing pools
around town, but most are big eager party scenes in music, cocktails, food, cabins and seeing people. Use your most elegant swimming equipment and don't forget the SPF: the Mojave sun is nothing to get into. Shutterstock Get a realistic Let's Face Spa Treatment, Las Vegas isn't exactly the most relaxing of
destinations. It is full of non-stop stimulation, noise and lights. When you find you need a break from striking scenery and pulsating music, retire to one of the city's dozens of spas, almost every hotel has one. Las Vegas has perfected the art of creating spaces where people can go to recharge and pamper themselves.
Book an indulgent massage, facial or mani-pedi. Many Las Vegas spas use organic or locally sourced ingredients, and some will also make body art for when you're ready to jump back into the pool or nightlife scene. Rene Kohut/Shutterstock Play Golf Tee off at Topgolf Las Vegas, an eight-acre golf-themed playground
just behind the MGM Grand: it has 107 climate-controlled bays offering interactive golf games for all ages, lounge-style seats and HD TVs. The four-level venue also offers VIP suites, 2 pools with cabanas, five bars, a concert hall, a Callaway Fitting Studio and a retail store. For a more traditional golf experience, head to
bali hai golf club on the strip, south of Mandalay Bay. vivooo / Take Flight Vegas visitors looking for Catch some air you can head to Vegas Indoor Skydiving, where you prepare in a jumpsuit and enter a cylindrical chamber where winds of 120 miles per hour push you up, allowing you to experience the feeling of freefall
from jumping out of a plane. For those who prefer to experience real skydiving on the Strip, Las Vegas Outdoor Adventures will teach you how to jump out of a helicopter. If you prefer to push your own body into the air, head to the Xplozone Springboard Park. [viator_tour target=684 type=3-mod] More from
SmarterTravel: –Original reporting by Avital Andrews. Follow her on Twitter @avitalb. We collect at hand everything we recommend and select items through tests and reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without incentive to offer a favorable review. We offer our impartial opinions and do not accept any
compensation for reviewing products. All items are in stock and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we can earn a commission. Hello Kitty is all over the place, from airplanes, to trains, to airport gates : there's even a whole restaurant dedicated to adorable animation.
Starting July 15, the café will be open at the Irvine Spectrum Center for a year, offering cakes, cakes and coffee that are all Hello Kitty themed. Coming soon: additional sweets that boast the faces of the character's many friends. Erika Owen is the senior audience engagement editor at Travel + Leisure. Follow her on
Twitter and Instagram at @erikaraeowen. @erikaraeowen.
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